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Introduction
The Montana Information Technology Act (MITA) requires each State agency to develop and maintain an
agency information technology plan that establishes agency mission, goals and objectives for the
development and use of information technology, and provides a description about how each agency
intends to participate in meeting the goals of the 2014 State of Montana Strategic Plan for IT. MITA
defines an agency as any entity of the executive branch, including the university system.
Each Agency IT Plan belongs to the individual agency that develops the plan, but MITA does require
some specific content and format. MITA also requires that new investments in information technology
can only be included in the governor’s budget if the proposed investment is included in an approved
agency plan. Section 11 of the Template instructions and your agency IT plan are based on this
requirement.
Agency IT Plans are also related the State’s Biennial IT Report. Every two years DOA must produce a
performance report based on agencies’ evaluation of their progress in implementing their IT plans from
the previous biennium. This report provides an analysis of the State’s IT infrastructure (value, condition,
and capacity), an evaluation of the performance of the State’s IT capabilities, and an assessment of
progress made toward implementing the State Strategic Plan for IT during the previous biennium.
Because strategic planning and reporting are closely related, and because each Agency IT Plan and
biennial report are updates to existing plans and activities, agencies will provide detailed information on
their IT environment in this planning cycle.
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1. Executive Summary
The overall goal of the Secretary of State’s Office is to improve government services. The office has
identified the following objectives that cross nearly every division:
1. Replace an aging and outdated legacy mainframe application, and several smaller applications
and databases that support SOS lines of business and customer service
2. Deliver mobile access to state services for citizens, businesses and state employees
3. Leverage standards and technical innovations and systems from other government entities
4. Share systems, components and functionality across MT agencies, MT political subdivisions and
other states
5. Utilize cloud, open source and existing systems; deploying customer built systems only when
absolutely necessary
Implementation of the identified objectives will enhance the services provided to customers and result in
a more efficient government operation. The office looks forward to pursuing these opportunities to better
meet customer demands, and to deliver IT services in a more deliberate and cost-effective manner.

2. Environment, Success, and Capabilities

The Secretary of State is one of five elected executive-branch officers originally designated by the
Montana Constitution. The Secretary of State serves as Montana's chief election official, and the office is
charged with the oversight and administration of a diverse set of laws. The related duties include the
administration of elections, commissioning notaries public, registering businesses, maintaining privatesector documents directly related to business, publishing administrative rules, filing commercial and
agricultural liens, and the preservation of public documents.
The Secretary of State’s Office has 57 FTE. The office is funded through the collection of fees, which are
among the lowest in the nation. No general fund dollars are spent on the operational costs of the office.
The Secretary of State’s Office has established business goals that demonstrate a commitment to better
positioning Montana for the future by embracing innovative ideas and technology. The office strives to
identify best practices and emerging technologies that address ongoing technology issues, effectively
meet business requirements, and deliver the type of services today’s customers expect at a level of quality
they deserve.
Information technology initiatives implemented in the last few years and planned for the future have
focused on meeting customer demands by providing convenient access to a larger array of online services
and public information, and retiring outdated systems. Challenges include limited staff and resources,
ongoing reliance on outdated applications and manual processes, and competing priorities. The customer
base is varied and there are growing expectations related to accessing services or public information
online and via mobile devices.
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3. IT Contributions and Strategies
The state’s strategic goals and objectives lead directly to several state business requirements;
requirements that must be met if Montana is to succeed. Since SOS is primarily a government services
organization, the state business requirement of efficient and effective government is the focal points
around which the SOS IT strategy is built.
Effective Government - Effectiveness is the ability to produce better quality outcomes or higher value.
IT can support this goal in two ways – first by delivering value to state employees and programs.
Second, the state IT organizations can reduce their own internal IT costs; reducing them to minimum
levels while maintaining high quality service. The Secretary of State’s objective is more effective
government through both paths.

State Objective

State Business Requirement SOS Objective

SOS IT Strategy

Jobs - Increase

High quality, anywhere/anytime
state services that make MT an
attractive business location
- Rapid implementation process
for improved state services
- Prioritize projects that maximize
effective state service delivery
- Maximize returns on IT
expenditures
- Improve privacy of individuals
and information contained within
IT systems

Enable more online
services for the public
and businesses
- Ensure online
services are
automated
- Provide more
internal application
support
- Utilize cloud
services whenever
possible
- Implement IT
security plan

employment and
compensation levels

Efficient and Effective
Government
Minimize government
expenditures and increase
the value and impact of
state-delivered services

Enable businesses to
register quickly and
easily with SOS.
- Keep business
registration fees low
- Minimize vendor
support contracts
- Minimize system
development and
deployment time
- Improve data
security

4. IT Principles
IT principles govern the decisions and operations of the Secretary of State’s IT resources. They provide
guidelines that ensure the correct decisions are being made; decisions that will provide the greatest value
to Montana’s citizens.
• Resources will be allocated to the IT projects that contribute the greatest net value and benefit to
Montana stakeholders.
• Unwarranted duplication will be minimized by sharing data, IT infrastructure, systems,
applications and IT services with other agencies, whenever possible.
• IT resources will be used in an organized, deliberative and cost-effective manner.
• IT systems will provide delivery channels that allow citizens to determine when, where, and how
they interact with SOS.
• Mitigation of risks
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5. IT Governance
The state has established in law, by Executive order and by Agency Executive Order, governance
structures such as the Information Technology Board, the Statewide Interoperability Governance Board,
the Electronic Government Advisory Council and the Information Technology Managers Council. The
purpose of these governance structures is to ensure that the state’s IT investments supporting the business
needs of the agencies are done in a cost effective manner.
SOS and the state CIO will work in a cooperative manner to strengthen these governance structures so
they provide the framework for a deliberative approach to making IT investments that support the
services the state provides to its citizens.
Within SOS, the IT Manager meets with executive staff and management to determine IT priorities on a
regular basis. The Secretary of State has the final say on what projects are approved, and what resources
can be allocated to the project.

6. IT Financial Management
SOS receives their IT expenditure authority from the legislature. IT funding sources include the state
general fund, proprietary funds, fees, federal grants, etc. Most of the funding authority originates in an
agency’s biennial base budget with House Bill 10 providing supplemental capital funding for major IT
projects and programs that cross biennium boundaries. IT line items in HB10 are managed by the Office
of Budget and Program Planning (OBPP) with approval by the CIO. SITSD is funded through a state
proprietary fund and receives its revenue through chargebacks to agency customers.
SOS will document and provide adequate justification for their major IT spending proposals to OBPP and
the Department of Administration.

7. IT Metrics
SOS recognizes the need to minimize IT expenditures while maximizing the return on IT investments.
Establishing a value on our IT infrastructure (software applications and hardware) is a necessary step .We
must also establish a current baseline for IT metrics and then measure progress over time. Reporting on
progress occurs in the IT Biennial Report, which is published at the start of each legislative session.
SOS will work on developing metrics for assessing the effectiveness and efficiencies in the following IT
areas:
- Projects
- Operating expenditures
- Capital investments
- Cyber security
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8. IT Services and Processes
SOS has several unique applications and services available to the public, specific business partners, and
county election administrators. Among those are:
Application/Service Description

Audience/User Group

Statewide elections management system (MT Votes)
Secretary of State Information Management System (SIMS)
Online annual report filing
My Voter Page
Election Night Reporting (eSERS)
Voter verification through MVD and SSA

MT county election administrators
MT businesses and lending institutions
Montana businesses
Montana voters
Public
MT county election administrators

9. IT Infrastructure, Staffing and Resources
Montana has two primary data centers: the State of Montana Data Center (SMDC) in Helena and the
Miles City Data Center (MCDC). MCDC operates as a backup and recovery site. The majority of SOS
applications are hosted in the SMDC. SOS has 6 FTE in IT positions.
SOS will utilize cloud, open source, and COTS solutions, deploying custom built systems only when
absolutely necessary.

10.

Risks and Issues

Primary Risk

Probability

Impact

Mitigation Strategy

Staff retirements

Medium

Medium

SOS will develop a succession planning program that
creates a list of staff eligible to retire and forecast an
estimated retirement date and replacement plan when
possible. Positions/skills rated as critical will have
individual plans for skills transfer, replacement,
documented procedures, etc. for mitigating the impact.

Security breach

Medium

High

Our agency has an active security program including,
but not limited to, staff training and awareness, data
encryption, and security policies.

Difficulty of hiring
qualified technical staff

Medium

High

New market rates and pay adjustments implemented
in early 2014.
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11.

IT Goals and Objectives

SOS Business Strategy

SOS IT Objective

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Enable businesses to register quickly and easily with
the Secretary of State’s Office
Keep business registration fees low
Minimize vendor support contracts
Minimize system development and deployment time
Improve data security
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Enable more online services for the public and
business customers
Ensure online services are automated
Provide more internal application support
Utilize cloud services whenever possible
Implement full IT security plan

IT Projects
Item

Project name

Project/program
purpose and objectives

Estimated start date

Description

Secretary of State Information Management System Phase 2
Business Services System replacement (extended from the 2012 plan). Replace an aging
and outdated legacy mainframe application that contains information on every registered
business in Montana, and several smaller applications and databases that support office
accounting and other filings. This project meets the following IT objectives:
1. The system will expand online services to all filings required by statute.
2. Online filings will be fully automated, with only the exception processing
requiring human intervention.
3. The system will transition to internal support within two years of
implementation.
4. Hosted with the vendor, this system will not require a large cash outlay for
equipment and a 5-year replacement cost for that equipment.
5. The system will be compliant with SOS security policy.
April, 2014

Estimated cost

$2.7 million

Funding source - 1

HB10 (2013)

Funding source - 2
Funding source - 3
Annual Costs upon
completion

$200,000

Item

Description

Project name

Online Voter Pre-Registration

Project/program
purpose and objectives

Currently, qualified citizens in the State of Montana can register to vote either in-person
or by mail, but with the evolution of online service, Montana’s Secretary of State Office
and METAC have requested Hewlett-Packard State & Local Enterprise Services, Inc. to
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Estimated start date

develop a website where voters can pre-register online through a secure website which
will be hosted in a state owned data center and modify MT Votes application to process
these records. No actual voter registration will occur until the voter interacts with the
elections staff in person. This project meets the following IT objectives:
1. The system will expand online services for Montana citizens.
2. Online registration will not be fully automated initially, but with the passage of
an online voter registration bill, only minor adjustments will be required to
make the process fully automated, with only the exception processing requiring
human intervention.
3. The system will transition to internal support within two years of
implementation.
4. Hosted within the State of Montana Data Center, this system will not require a
large cash outlay for equipment and a 5-year replacement cost for that
equipment.
5. The system will be compliant with SOS security policy.
April, 2014

Estimated cost

$119,801

Funding source - 1

Proprietary

Funding source - 2
Funding source - 3
Annual Costs upon
completion
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$20,000

Security and Business Continuity Programs

Information Security Management (ISM) Program General Description
Secretary of State Linda McCulloch appointed Mark Van Alstyne, SOS IT Manager, as the SOS
Information Security Manager on July 19, 2012.
The Secretary of State’s Office is working toward implementing an agency-wide information security
management program plan, beginning with the continuity of operations (COOP) capability program
planning process. That process has an initial focus of continuity planning – identifying critical business
processes, business impact analysis, and business process analysis. That information will then be folded
into the information security planning process.
The resulting program plan will be compliant with §2-15-114, MCA and State Information Technology
Systems Division Information Security Programs policy with adoption of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800 series as guides for establishing appropriate
security procedures. This is in alignment with the State of Information Technology Service’s direction for
an enterprise approach to protect sensitive and critical information being housed and shared on State
and/or external/commercial information assets or systems.
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As described in NIST SP 800-39, the Secretary of State’s Office is working toward developing the
Information Risk Management Strategy to guide the agency through information security lifecycle
architecture with application of risk management. This structure provides a programmatic approach to
reducing the level of risk to an acceptable level, while ensuring legal and regulatory mandates are met in
accordance with MCA §2-15-114.
The agency’s program will have four components, which interact with each other in a continuous
improvement cycle. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Risk Frame – Establishes the context for making risk-based decisions
Risk Assessment – Addresses how the agency will assess risk within the context of the risk
frame; identifying threats, harm, impact, vulnerabilities and likelihood of occurrence
Risk Response – Addresses how the agency responds to risk once the level of risk is determined
based on the results of the risk assessment; e.g., avoid, mitigate, accept risk, share or transfer
Risk Monitoring – Addresses how the agency monitors risk over time; “Are we achieving desired
outcomes?”

The Secretary of State’s Office information security management program is challenged with limited
resources; people and funding. While alternatives are reviewed and mitigation efforts are implemented the
level of acceptable risk is constantly challenged by the ever changing technology and associated risks
from growing attacks and social structure changes.
Continuity of Operations (COOP) Capability Program General Description
Secretary of State Linda McCulloch appointed Patti Borsberry, Records and Information Management
Deputy, as the SOS Continuity Coordinator on July 19, 2012.
The Secretary of State’s Office has begun work with the Department of Administration Continuity
Services on the development of our agency’s Continuity of Operations Capabilities, which will provide
the plans and structure to facilitate response and recovery capabilities to ensure the continued
performance of the State Essential Functions of Government. This program will involve two Blocks of
focus; the first is to complete the Business Continuity Plans (BCP) involving two phases, the second
Block works on the specific business processes or activity plans such as Emergency Action Plans (EAP),
Information System Contingency Plan (ISCP), Communications Plans, Incident Management Plans, and
more.
The Department of Administration has committed resources in security and continuity to assist the ISM
and Continuity Coordinator with these ongoing efforts, and has processes, templates, and standards
clearly defined. Also, they have assisted a number of larger agencies through the process, so SOS won’t
be helping define the processes as we go.
Starting with the Continuity of Government/Operations Plans will provide the business ownership
required to successfully implement all these plans, and provide a sound basis for starting the Information
Security Plan.
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14.

Planned IT Expenditures
FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

IT personal services

$500,000.00

$510,000.00

$515,000.00

$520,000.00

IT operating expenses

$810,000.00

$822,772.00

$833,908.00

$923,245.00

IT initiatives

$574,000.00

$1,000,000.00

$1,000,000.00

$700,000.00

$1,884,000.00

$2,332,772.00

$2,348,908.00

$2,143,245.00

Other
Total

15. Administrative Information
IT strategy and plan owner:

IT contact:

Name: Secretary of State Linda McCulloch
Phone: 406-444-4195
Email: LMcCulloch@mt.gov

Name: Mark Van Alstyne
Phone: 406-444-4243
Email: MVanAlstyne@mt.gov

Alternate IT contact:

Name: Brad Flath
Phone: 406-444-2852
Email: BFlath2@mt.gov

Information Security Manager: Name: Mark Van Alstyne
Phone: 406-444-4243
Email: MVanAlstyne@mt.gov
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